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Forward-Looking Statements

This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” as defined under the Federal Securities Laws. Actual results could differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements as a result of certain risk factors, including but not limited to: (i) adverse changes in general economic or market conditions; (ii) delays or reductions in information technology spending; (iii) the relative and varying rates of product price and component cost declines and the volume and mixture of product and services revenues; (iv) competitive factors, including but not limited to pricing pressures and new product introductions; (v) component and product quality and availability; (vi) fluctuations in VMware, Inc.’s operating results and risks associated with trading of VMware stock; (vii) the transition to new products, the uncertainty of customer acceptance of new product offerings and rapid technological and market change; (viii) risks associated with managing the growth of our business, including risks associated with acquisitions and investments and the challenges and costs of integration, restructuring and achieving anticipated synergies; (ix) the ability to attract and retain highly qualified employees; (x) insufficient, excess or obsolete inventory; (xi) fluctuating currency exchange rates; (xii) threats and other disruptions to our secure data centers or networks; (xiii) our ability to protect our proprietary technology; (xiv) war or acts of terrorism; and (xv) other one-time events and other important factors disclosed previously and from time to time in EMC’s filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. EMC disclaims any obligation to update any such forward-looking statements after the date of this presentation.
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Flash Strategy

**THUNDER:** shareable, scalable, optimal latency & throughput

**VMAX, VNX:** tiering, caching

**ISILON:** scale-out file store

**VFCache:** high performance cache and (future) DAS

**XtremIO:** in-line de-dup, MLC flash, very low latency

- **Extends FAST into the server; common mgmt for hot & cold data. Web apps**
- **High-frequency trading**
- **HPC**
- **blade server VFCache**
- **VDI, DB test & dev**
- **100% hot data**
- **mixed workloads**
- **5% flash for perf**
- **95% HDD for cost**

**Server**

**Storage**
storage hierarchy: another perspective

- **4000X** Better Performance
- **300X** Better Performance
- **80X** Higher Cost
- **20X** Higher Cost

Cost / GB

- SATA / FAT HDD
- FC / SAS HDD
- FLASH SSD
- DRAM DIMM

Performance
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flash across the data center

Capacity Cost

Transaction Performance

HYBRID ARRAY

ALL FLASH ARRAY

PCle FLASH

FLASH APPLIANCE

FLASH CARD

Storage Network

Server Network

HIGH CAPACITY HDD

15K RPM HDD

FLASH SSD

15K RPM HDD
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EMC flash portfolio

HYBRID ARRAY
- VNX
- Isilon
- VMAX

Transaction Performance

Capacity Cost

ALL FLASH ARRAY
- "Thunder"
- Flash Appliance
- Flash Card

Storage Network

Server Network
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